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BORDEN BRINGS BACK THE GRACE
OF YESTERDAY'S BRICK.
The brick in homes of a
hundred years ago had a
grace and character all its
own. It was made bv hand.
But over the years, the beauty of the
handmade brick has given way to the
efficiency of brick made by machines.
But what was gained in
efficiency was lost in character. That s why Borden
Handmade.
designed Handtique, 3
machine-rnade brick with a handmade
look. It is distinctive. It has the style of a
"Handdque"

hundred years ago. But it is not eXpensive. The best of yesterday and today
in brick that will
last through a lot
of tomorrows.
If you are
building a house, N:f,:y K ;"!fJ);,7;i;"';;;:'::
look at Handtique from
Borden. It will make a
beautiful house even
Handtique@
more beautiful. Ask your
I
architect, contractor,
rltllrl:
or dealer for it.

is a regtstered trademark of the Borden Brick

I
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When we started
making "Carolina Colony"
quarry pavers from rich,
red North Carolina clay, we
knew we had something
great.
For here was a new,

old-looking paver with a
matte texture that could
take the place of those
bland, sterile tiles you find
on so many floors in public
places. The picture above
shows one application of
these new flashed red tiles
at the Technical Institute
of Alamance.

floors have allthe

But you have to see a
"Carolina Colonv" floor in
person to really appreciate
its hand-crafted look. And
you can see one in Pitty Pat's
Restaurant in Atlanta, at a
Hungry Bull fast-food chain
restaurant, or the Candy
Kitchen in the Land of. Oz.
Now just because
these famous places used
"Carolina Colonv" doesn't
mean it's expensive.

@ 11|I D.

Actually, these pavers cost
no more than the standard
commercial floor tiles.
They're a whole lot easier
to work with, and they can
be used indoors or out.
"Carolina Colony" tiles
ready
are
for immediate
shipment in an 8" hexagon,
a 6 x 6" and a 4x8" in rustic
brown, or flashed red.
For more information,
write or call today.

STATE TI LE CO}I

P.O. Box 627,

Lexington,

N.C . 27

PAI{Y

292, 704 / 246 - 5915
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CHARLOTTE FIRM WINS AWARD

Stonington Courtyard Homes on
Lawyers Road in Charlotte, designed
by Clark Tribble Harris and Li
Architects, won an award of merit
in the annual Homes for Better Living
Awards program. The program is
sponsored by the American Institute
of Architects in cooperation with
House & Home magazine, McGrawHill's business publication for the
housing and light construction
industry. The oldest and largest
residential design program in the
nation, it was established 21 years
ago to upgrade the architectural
design of housing by encouraging
greater collaboration between
architects and builders.
This year over 300 entries from all
over the country were submitted.
Two juries, one for custom homes
and the other for merchant-built
and multifamily housing, selected
winners during a two-day judging
session at AIA headquarters in
Washington. Within the multifamily
award category, Stonington was
one of only three projects to receive
an award for the entire East Coast.
The townhouse project features
private entrance courtyards, individually owned, and a variety of floot'
plans. The architectural firm of
Clark Harris Tribble and Li received
the award at the national AIA
Convention in Philadelphia in May.
Winning projects in the Program
will be published in House & Home
beginning with the June issue.
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WHAT
BECAME
OF

JOHN JOHNSON?
by

Henry W. Lewis

At the height of his career and only
forty-four years old, John Evans
Johnson, the architect to whom
are attributed two of America's
most distinguished nineteenth century
houses, disappeared from the
records without a trace. (The two
houses stand in Virginia today:
Berry Hill
Greek Revival mode
- in the
near South
and Staunton
-Hill in CharlotteBoston,
County, a remarkable
exemplar of the Gothic Revival.)
Far too long Johnson has remained
an elusive figure in American
architectural history. Vague and
conflicting references to him and to
his work have appeared in books
and articles about houses in Virginia
and elsewhere for sixty years,l
but little has been done to track down
and verify the facts about the man
and his career. This sketch summarizes the conclusions of one
researcher, but it leaves many questions unanswered, not the least of
which is what became of the man
after he reached the age of forty-four.

John E. Johnson was born on a
plantation on the outskirts of
Warrenton, North Carolina, in September, 1814, the son of Colonel
William Ransom Johnson and Mary
Evans. A few years after John's
birth, Colonel Johnson, already
a widely known figure in the racing
world, moved his family some eighty
miles north to Petersburg and
thence to Oakland plantation in
neighboring Chesterfield County,
Virginia, where he continued to
pursue the interest in race horses that
earned him the title'"Napoleon of
the Turf."2
On July 1, 1830, by virtue of an
appointment obtained through
Congressman W. J. Archer, fifteenyear-old John Johnson entered
the United States Military Academy
at West Point as a classmate of
Edgar Allen Poe.3 There he studied
the usual courses in mathematics
(including geometry),'"shades and

shadows," and drawing. His record
at the academy during his first
two years was not distinguished, but
he managed to keep his head
above academic water and seemed
to adapt himself to military
discipline.4 On August 3, 1832,
however, during the required summer
camp, John was arrested for failure

to obey instructions at drill, for which
offense he was restricted to the
camp and given extra tours at guard.s
Less than a fortnight later he was
again arrested, this time for breaking
bounds and disobeying orders. When
court martialed, he was sentenced
to be dismissed from West Point.
Nevertheless, on October 23, through
the intervention of President
Andrew Jackson, the boy was reinstated.6 Soon, however, he absented
himself without leave, and this
time, on December 2, 1832, he
resigned before he could be dismissed.T

Only eighteen years old, Johnson
returned to Virginia and within a few
months was married to seventeenyear-old Adelia Harrison Armistead
of Petersburg. The girl's father
owned land on Banister River
in Halifax County, and it is apparent
that the young couple settled there. In
the late winter of 1834 Adelia gave
birth to a son, William Royster
Armistead Johnson, but the mother
died on August 12, only a few
months later.s Tragically, John
Johnson, at the age of twenty, was
left a widower with an infant son.
There is no documentary evidence on
the point, but it is likely that the
child was placed with his Armistead
grandmother while the boy-father
sought to establish himself in the
world. Colonel William R. Johnson
owned substantial tracts of land
in Mississippi as well as in the
Virginia counties of Chesterfield,
Roanoke and Botetourt, but he was
chronically in debt.s Hence, it is
unlikely that John received much
financial assistance from his
father.
MAY/JUNE 7

Berry Hill, Halifax County,
Virginia, entrance hall and
stairwaY. Cook Collection, The
V

alentine

M

useum,

R

ichmond,

Virginia, circa 1890-1 900.

The most frustrating gap in John
Johnson's life story is the seven years
following the death of his wife in
the summer of 1834. The few facts
discovered about him during the period
only hint at what he may have been
doing and where he may have
been living: In 1838, D. H. Mahan, one
of the young man's West Point
instructors, published a book on civil
engineering, which Johnson is
known to have purchased. The copy
bearing his bookplate remains in
the possession of a collateral descendant in Virginia.lo Also, sometime
in this seven-year gap, Johnson was
married for the second time. His
bride was Mary Truxton Swift,
daughter of an able and popular
mayor of Philadelphia.ll Knowing
something of his later career, it is
tempting to theorize that Johnson spent
at least part of the time following
his first wife's death studying with
some architect in Philadelphia, perhaps
Thomas U. Walter.
The structure with which Johnson's
name was first associated is Berry
Hill in Halifax County, not far from the
Banister River property on which

the Johnsons seem to have lived.
Following the example of Thomas U.
Walter's work for Nicholas Biddle
at Andalusia, James Coles Bruce had
an older house at Berry Hill
remodeled in the Greek Revival style.12
The original brick structure was
cloaked by a majestic two-story
stuccoed building of five bays, the
distinguishing feature of which
is a great eight-columned Doric
pedimented portico that stretches
across the facade. Flanking the
house are matching offices
- both
temple-form with Greek pedimented
porticoes supported by four
columns. Inside the house a fine pair
of stairs curve after a long run and
meet above the door to the dining
room.13 Of Berry Hill, Fiske
Kimball once wrote,'"Nowhere else,
perhaps, is the ante-bellum plantation to be found in equal architectural magnif icence."14
Johnson's intimate acquaintance
with the Bruce family is abundantly
reputation
documentedls
- as is his
and a
for'"elegant taste"16
tradition
reliable and often reiterated
holds that he played an imPortant

Berry Hil, Halifax County, Virginia (1842-43), exterior. Virginia State Library, circa 1965.
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role in the design and remodeling of
Berry Hill.17 Available accounts
of the tradition and a careful reading
of the Bruce family's voluminous
papers leave one with the impression
that the idea of building a Greek
Revival house was James C. Bruce's
own, but the sophistication of the
work
especially the portico
- the
reveals
hand of a designer -who
was more than amateur. Yet John
Johnson was only twenty-three
in 1837 when some believe the work
at Berry Hill was started, 18 and
he was only twenty-eight in 1842,
the latest date at which that work
could have been initiated.le Despite
his youth, there is no reason to
doubt his connection with the structure
even though his role has not been
precisely defined.
During the course of the construction
at Berry Hill, Johnson and his
wife were living in Halifax County.
There in 1843 he built a house for
himself on land that had belonged to
his first wife's family.20 Although
this house is a frame structure
and far less elaborate than other
places attributed to Johnson,

Longwood (now called Millwood)
carries the imprint of its owner's taste
double flights of stairs that meet
-above
the entrance to a principal
room, well-planned service
areas, fine molded plaster ceilings,
and a heavy marble mantelpiece
in the parlor. Outside he experimented with the ltalianate and Tudor
Gothic motifs characteristic of the
period.
f n October, 1844, Johnson's
brother-i n-law, General James
West Pegram, president of the Bank
of Virginia, was killed when the
steamboat Lucy Walker exploded on
the Ohio River.21 After paying a
visit of condolence to his bereaved
sister in Richmond, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson left Virginia to spend the
winter of 1844-45 with the Swifts in
Phi ladelphia,22 taking occasional
trips to New York to hear the
opera.23 At the same time, Johnson
was toying with the idea of visiting
the lower South.24 While he was
away, his Halifax overseer carried on
the farming operations at Longwood.2s The man of '"elegant

tiste"

enjoyed spending money as freely
as did his father but showed far
less skill at making it.

In March, 1845, when the two met in
New Orleans, Colonel Johnson
made James C. Bruce an interesting
business proposition: lf Bruce
would buy Johnson's Botetourt lands,

Johnson would then pay Bruce all
that he and his son John owed him.
Bruce knew the lands and was
tempted to accept, but he refused to
answer until he had a chance to
examine the property in the following
summer.zo By that time, however,
John Johnson's business affairs
had reached a crisis. On August 30,
he was forced to execute an
assignment of all his assets for the
benefit of his creditors, chief
among whom was his friend James
C. Bruce, both in his own right and
as guardian for his young brother
Charles Bruce.27 Late that autumn,
Colonel Johnson wrote his will
but failed to mention his son John as
a beneficiary,2s probably rationalizing that whatever he left him
would merely go to pay creditors.

Staunton Hill, Charlotte County, Virginia (1848-49), exterior. Library

of Congress,

At this point in Johnson's life young
Charles Bruce became an
important figure. After graduating
f rom the University of North
Carolina, Bruce studied law at
Harvard,2e returned to Virginia, and
soon was engaged to marry Sarah
Seddon of Fredericksburg. Before
leaving for a European tour in 1848,
Charles commissioned John Johnson
to design and build a house for
him at Staunton Hill, a large plantation
in Charlotte County that Bruce
had inherited from his father. Here,
on the testimony of Senator
William Cabell Bruce, Charles' son,
Johnson had his first opportunity
to give'"free rein to his architectural
Pegasus."3o He produced a
Gothic structure that remains one
of the major monuments of Virginia's
domestic architecture. Although
it was projected to cost only 925,000,
when finished Staunton Hill had
cost Charles Bruce $75,000, not
counting the value of the plantation
labor he had furnished.3l

195g.

Staunton Hill, Charlotte County, Virginia,
detail of front porch. Library of Congiess, 1g5g.
MAY/JUNE

Tarover, Halifax
County, Virginia
(1854-55). Author's
photograph, 1975.

William B. O'Neal points out in
Architecture in Virginia that Staunton
Hill,'"with its bay windows, its
stained glass, its crenelations, its
clustered colonettes and its pointed
arches is among the'finest Gothic
Revival mansions in America,'and
that it has the''freedom of Plan
and asymmetry that were to become
the principal characteristics of
modern architecture."'32
Throughout the work at Staunton Hill,
Johnson maintained his residence
in nearby Halifax CountY, and his
friendship with the Bruces continued
to flourish. When James C. Bruce's
wife lay dying at BerrY Hill in
May, 1850, John and MarY Johnson
weie in constant attendance,33 and
when Mrs. Bruce died theY
remained with her husband in an
effort to sustain him in that crisis.34
Three years after the death of Mrs.
Bruce, her son Thomas had the
misfortune to lose by fire the house
he and his young wife occuPied
at Tarover, a plantation located near
Berry Hill. Although no documents
to support the assertion have
been found, it is generallY agreed
that John Johnson was again called
upon to serve as architect for the
Bruce familY.35 This time, however,
he adaPted the idea of another
rather than devise an original design.
From the 1850 edition of A. J.
Downing's popular Architecture of
Country Houses, he selected a Plan
that seemed to fit the Thomas
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Bruces' needs and then Proceeded
to reverse it, install an additional
set of stairs (a Johnson trademark),
and otherwise modify its floor plan
to resemble Berry Hill and his
own house at Longwood. lt stands
today as a classic examPle in
stone of a countrY house "in the
pointed stylg."so
Two years after work was started at
Tarover, Johnson and his wife
as well as his son William, who was
then living in Philadelphia, disposed
of all their Halifax CountY land.
Most of it Passed to James C.
Bruce or to Thomas Bruce.37
Whether these were cash sales or
transfers to satisfy debts does not
appear. What is clear, however,
is that by the end of March, 1855,
John E. Johnson had divested himself
of all his Halifax ProPertY, and his
name aPPeared no more in the
records of that countY.
So far research has disclosed onlY
one piece of evidence of the man's
existence after 1855: In James
C. Bruce's business papers there is
a copy of a letter dated JulY, 1858'
in which Bruce reminded
Johnson of a debt. But unhaPPilY
Bruce's clerk failed to include
Johnson's address.3s Clues and
leads as to what haPPened to the
f orty-f ou r-Year-old arch itect
have to date led only up blind alleys.

Finally, what sort of man was the
elusive John Johnson? As a boY

at Oakland, where life was relaxed
and full of sport and good food,3e
he grew to a physical size that belied
his youth.4o For a time he adhered
to the routine of militarY school,
but the free spirit of the overgrown
boy could not resist the temptation
to cross an arbitrarY boundarY
and pick a few apples from his French
instructor's garden - the offense
for which he was dismissed from
West Point.41 But that same sPirit
sent him to Washington where, on
his own, he persuaded the SecretarY
of War to ask President Jackson
to review his case.42 Whether he
saw Jackson is unrecorded, but
the boy won a second chance at the
academy
- an oPPortunitY he
muffed within a few weeks after his
return.
Back in Virginia, Johnson was soon
swept up in courtshiP and marriage
at the age of 18.'"lmpetuous" and
'"self-willed" are words that come to
mind in reviewing his career to
that point. But will that impression
stand in the light of the few
recorded statements about him made
by contemporaries? (AdmittedlY
they were made when he was
somewhat more mature.) Mrs. James
C. Bruce noted 31-Year-old
Johnson's interest in travel and in
hearing opera;43 a Young member
of the Berry Hill household found
Johnson, at 36,'"the most odious
man alive";oo and one of his nephews
merely said that'"Uncle John
was peculiar."4s I

The writer acknowledges the valuable assistance he received from Kenneth H. Cook
in developing information on Johnson from the
public records of Halifax County, Virginia.
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"The Armistead Family," William and Mary College Quarterly
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state land policy:
new directions in planning?
by William Swindaman

a resource basic to the welfare of
her people," the General AssemblY
unanimously endorsed the Passage
of the Land Policy Act in APril,
1974. A fourteen member Land Policy
Council was created, consisting of
the heads of eight state departments,
four members of the legislature,
including the Lieutenant Governor
and the Speaker of the House, and
two local elected officials, one each
selected by the Association of County
Commissioners and the League of
Municipalities.
The Act also provides for a citizen's
Advisory Committee on Land PolicY,
a twenty-four member bodY
appointed by the Governor and
composed of twelve municiPal and
county elected officials and twelve
representatives selected from a
range of land use-related interests.
A major duty of the AdvisorY Committee is to assist the Council in
securing public participation in the
process of determining state land
policy. Other duties include assisting
and advising the Council on alternative policies and management
techniques. The Advisory Committee
has been meeting monthlY since
May, 1975, playing an active role in
developing the citizen participation
program and in reviewing and
commenting on staff ProPosals
the land policy act
before they are Presented to the
Council.
"New Directions in Planning" is
how State land PolicY has been
Primary duties of the Land PolicY
characte rized in the informational
Council include preParing an
materials producPd bY the Land
information system, Providi ng
Policy Council. What new directions,
technical assistance and training,
if any, are likelY to emerge from the
dealing with the imPact of largeCouncil's activities? How might
scale developments, identifYi ng
land use decision-making in North
areas of environmental concern, and
Carolina be affected?
coordinating state and local land
use-related programs. lts recomished
Governor Holshouser first establ
mendations are to be Presented to
by
executive
Council
Policy
the Land
the Governor by JulY 1, 1976. The
order in August, 1973. The Council's
Governor, in turn, is to submit a
early activities dealt chiefly with
proposed state land PolicY and the
lands
management of state-owned
necessary implementing legislation
necessary
some
laying
on
and
to the 1977 session of the General
technical groundwork. Recognizing
Assembly.
that "the land of North Carolina is

The 1974 session of the General
Assembly enacted two major Pieces
of legislation which suggest North
Carolina has made a significant
commitment to land use Planning the Coastal Area Management Act
and the Land Policy Act. The commitment expressed in the coastal
legislation is relatively firm and effects
of the Act are already beginning to
emerge as the Coastal Resources
Commission moves ahead with
implementation.t
The Land Policy Act, while PerhaPs
more comprehensive in scoPe than
the coastal legislation, carries no
direct powers of imPlementation.
Its purpose is to develoP land use
policy recommendations. I mplementation will depend on future action
by the Governor, the legislature, and
local governments. lmPacts of the
Act have not yet been felt nor its
long range potential widely recognized because it is over a Year away
from implementation. This, however,
does not decrease the need for
citizens and public officials interested
in land use to be aware of the Act's
provisions and to be afforded
opportunities for inPut into the
activities of the North Carolina Land
Policy Council.
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state land

policy-first draft

The primary products of the Council's
activities are to be a State Land
Classification System and a State
Land Policy. The First Draft of a State
Land Policy was completed in
mid-October and was circulated for
comments and suggestions.z The
document addresses a wide range
of land use issues including developmental problems, protection of
particularly valuable resource lands,
and land use aspects of various
environmental quality issues such as
air and water pollution and scenic
quality. Particular attention has been
given to institutional problems which
result in poor land use decisionmaking.
The Council recognizes mere statements of policy will have no imPact
unless they serve as guides to
decision-making. Therefore, an
"action plani' is being devised
which proposes specific strategies
for implementing each of the stated
policies.
The framework within which these
land use issues are develoPed is
threefold: (1) issues of "greater than
ocal concern," (2) coordination of
existing land use and land use related
programs, particularly public investment, and (3) the use of locallY
formulated land use plans as a guide
for state and even federal decisionmaking.
f

greater than local concern

The Council finds that "ln North
Carolina, most decision-making
powers affecting land use have
traditionally been exercised at the
local government level and this
should continue to be the case." lt
recognizes, however, that "in certain
situations the land use activity has
an impact on more than the immediate
ocal area, and a broader range of
interests should be considered."
Therefore, the Council has adoPted
the policy that the 'Sfaf e will become
f

involved in the local land use
decision-maki ng process only
where issues are of more than local
concern."
One of these areas is "key facilities."
The Land Policy Act defines key
facilities as "public facilities which
tend to induce development and
urbanization of more than local
impact" including but not limited to

values that are particularly susceptible to damage if subjected to uncontrolled development. I ncluded
within this definition are fragile
lands (wetlands, unique natural
areas, and historic sites), hazard
lands (floodplains and erosive
areas, for example), renewable
resource lands (areas best suited
for farming and forestry), and

application of existing programs
One of the major purposes of a state
land policy is to devise a way to
apply the many existing programs in
a more coordinated and mutually
supportive manner. While some of

"major facilities for the development, generation, and transmission
of energy, for communication, and
for transportation." These facilities,
which are funded largely by the
state and federal government, can
have a major impact on decisions
made by the private sector. The
location of a major highway and its
associated access points, for
example, or the construction of a
regional wastewater treatment facility,
can have a direct and profound
impact on the use of the surrounding
land and the potential for growth
in the region. The proposed policies
suggest that the public monies spent
to provide these facilities should
be allocated in a way that recognizes
their potential land use impact. The
Council has begun to define which
public facilities meet the key facility
definition and what mechanisms
should be used to deal with their
impact.
A second area identified as being
of greater than local concern is
"areas of environmental concern."
These are lands which, according
to the Act, are either hazardous
for development or have important

mineral resource lands. These are
all areas that possess characteristics
important to the citizens of the entire
state. The statewide significance of
some of these areas has already
been recognized with the passage
of the Coastal Area Management Act.
The Council has proposed specific
policies aimed at the protection of
these lands, and has recommended
that "land use within areas of
environmental concern should be
regulated, and land procurement
and facilities control be coordinated
to achieve the protection goals for
each area."
ln addition to areas of environmental
concern and key facilities, the
Council has also identified "largescale developments" and "projects
of regional benefit" as being issues
of greater than local concern. Large
scale developments are private
developments having more than
local effect such as new communities,
large shopping centers, major
recreation facilities and subdivisions.
Projects of regional benefit, while
not having a great physical impact,
do have effects that are felt over
more than one unit of government.

the environmental areas may need
the benefit of additional regulation,
many of the issues can be dealt with
by improved coordination of existing
state and local regulations, by
reorienting land acquisition
programs, or by altering policies for
the provision of public services and
facilities.
A recent study by the land policy
staff has identified 61 state programs
in 12 departments which either
directly or indirectly have a
potentially significant impact on
land use. These programs, operated
by various agencies with different
goals, understandably result in
fragmented decision-making. Some
programs have competing objectives
which work at cross purposes. Others
share similar objectives and activities,
but, because of poor coordination,
miss opportunities to support each
other. lt is felt that the existing
programs can serve the needs for
which they were originally enacted
and help achieve broader state and
local land use objectives as well.
Coordinating existing programs,
particularly public investments, has
been a concern voiced by the

They include public and private
projects performing essential public
services and charitable institutions.
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Council throughout its deliberations
and one which is reflected in several
of the proposed recommendations.
The Council recognizes the
capability of state programs to
influence growth and urges "the use
of public investments, property tax,
and regulatory programs bY state
and local government to guide the
location and timing of growth." In
reference to growth PolicY, keY
facilities, large-scale development,
and areas of environmental concern,
the Council places a strong emphasis
on the need for a more sYstematic
application of both public investments and regulatorY Programs.
Some state agencies have alreadY
taken positive steps toward coordination of these land use related
programs. The land policy staff is
currently analyzing these efforts
with the intention of recommending
specif ic organizational arrangements
to achieve improved organization.
Hopefully the result will be a simplified land use decision-making
process which will not onlY Permit
the effective attainment of a broader
range of public objectives, but will
also prevent wasted time and funds
on the part of the private sector. By
speeding up land use decisionmaking, simplifying the Permit
process (there are currently over 20
different regulatorY Permits and
licenses that maY be required of a
developer), and announcing in
advance where public facilities are
likely to be provided, potential land
users will be able to conduct their
business more efficiently. This is a

"new direction" which should be
welcomed by those in both the
public and private sector who are
concerned with the wise and efficient
use of North Carolina's land
resources.
primacy of local Plans
A third concern emPhasized in the
draft policies is one encouraging
14
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local governments to take the initiative in preparing their own plans as
a guide to state and federal decisionmaking.
With this condition in effect, state
agencies will be required to adjust
their regulatory and investment
programs so they conform to locally
formulated plans. The state will
become involved in local decisions
only where there is a legitimate
statewide interest.

action to make a similar approach
operative statewide.
lmproved coordination is an often
recommended, but seldom achieved
goal. Fortunately, there are at least
two encouraging signs which suggest
improved coordination may be
accomplished by the Land Policy
Council. First, coordination has not
been an afterthought. Simplifying
and streamlining the decision-making
process is a major component of the
land policy work program and will
be emphasized in the state land
policy which the Council ultimately
recommends to the Governor. A
second factor which may foster
greater coordination is the development of a land classification system.
As we shall see, land classification
has the potential to facilitate the
coordination of public investments
and regulations and to encourage
i ntergovernmental coord i nation.

A similar arrangement is envisioned
with regard to the federal-state
relationship. Just as many state
agency programs occasionally conflict
with each other or with local objectives, programs operated bY the
federal government often work at
cross-purposes with each other or
with state and local objectives. A
recent report by the Council of State
Governments notes that at least 137
federal programs have a direct impact land classification
on land use. The Land Policy Council
The Land Policy Act outlines several
has emphasized that "Federal
broad guidelines to follow in
to
is
needed
legislation
Provide
developing a land classification
coordination for the various Federal
system. The system is to be divided
agencies and programs related to
between four and eight classes,
consistencY
land use, and to ensure
defined on the basis of both the
of Federal program action within
the State." The Council further asserts natural qualities of the land and the
availability of public services. lt is
that "the State and local governto include concise descriptions of
in
a
are
North
Carolina
ments of
each of the land classes, guidelines
better position than the Federal
and procedures for the preparation
government to ascertain the needs
and review of land classification
the
of
and desires of the PeoPle
plans, and procedures for reclassiState." lt expresses the hope the land
fication and for appeals by property
use program being develoPed under
owners. The Council is directed to
the Land Policy Act will help convey
recommend a sYstem, including the
the
to
interests
North Carolina's
necessary implementing legislation,
federal government. Once a state
which can be imPlemented bY
program is in operation, "Federal
1, 1979. The Act also requires
January
decisions should take Precedence
that planning agencies in the state
(over state interests) only in cases
be given an opportunity to formally
of overriding national interest."
review and comment on the Council's
Such an approach is alreadY being
proposals. lf a majoritY of local
Carolina's
North
in
implemented
planning agencies ProPoses a
coastal counties under the Federal
recommendation to change a ProCoastal Zone Management Act
posal, the Council is required to
The
Council
(P.
L.
92-583).
ot 1972
amend the ProPosed sYstem.
is suggesting joint federal-state

A third draft of the system, which
suggests some general descriptions
for the land classes and discusses
its potential uses, was completed
and distributed for comment in
June, 1975. This drafts is essentially
the one adopted in February, 1975,
by the Coastal Resources Commission as part of their Guidelines for
Local Planning in the Coastal Area.

identify those rural communities where
development will be encouraged, but
not at a density requiring extensive
urban services like public sewers.

Rural-

Lands whose highest use is for
agriculture, forestry, mining or water
supply; and all lands which do not
fall into any of the other four classes.
Conservation
hazard, and
- Fragile, to
others lands "necessary
maintain
.t,

Under the Coastal Area Management

Act of

1974.

The land classification system as
described in the coastal guidelines
is a preliminary one. The class
definitions are admittedly imprecise
and considerable refinement will be
necessary before a system capable
of being implemented statewide can
be recommended. According to the
land classification system outlined,
all of the lands in each of the twenty
coastal counties are to be placed
in one of the following five classes:
Developed
Lands which are already
developed at a gross density of at
least 2,000 people per square mile and
which have a variety of land uses that
are provided with the necessary public

-

services.

Transition
Lands where the local
- plans
government
to accommodate its
projected growth for the following ten
year period at a moderate to high
density pattern of development and
where necessary public services will
be provided.

Communify
of existing low- Clusters
density development
or areas where
such growth will occur in the following
ten years. This class is intended to

agricultural, and which lands ought
to be conserved. And, for the first
time, the citizens of North Carolina
will be encouraged to seriously
consider what sort of future they
envision for all of the state's land
resources.

Of course, simply preparing 100
county land classification plans will

I

a healthy natural environment and
necessary to provide for the public
health, safety, or welfare."

While the coastal guidelines largely
leave to local governments the
problem of determining the process
to be used in arriving at county land
reclassification plans, land classification is clearly intended as a
planning process. lt involves an
integration of land capacity considerations, estimates of future land
needs, considerations of the fiscal
capabilities in providing necessary
public services, and local and state
land use policies and objectives. As
such, it will then result in countywide planning throughout the
state. This alone will be a significant
step forward as many areas within
the state with important resources
support little or no planning
activities.a

Land Classification will act as a
catalyst, encouraging all the counties
to begin making basic determinations about which areas are best
suited for growth and are to be
provided with urban services, which
areas should remain rural or primarily

not determine the future landscape
of North Carolina. As economist
Kenneth Boulding has stated,
"The world moves into the future as
a result of decisions, not as the result
of plans. Plans are significant only
in so far as they affect decisions."s
Land classification has the potential to establish some new directions
in decision-making as well as in
planning. Hopefully, along with
expressing preferences as to where
growth should occur, local governments will also be making some
basic commitments for future decision-making too. For example, the
land classification plan can provide
the framework for determining where
water and sewer services are to be
provided, where local investments
for schools and recreation should
be focused, and how local regulations are to be applied. Likewise,
land classification, by establishing
a broad planning framework which
is consistent statewide, can serve
to link local planning with state
policy and with state agency
decision-making. The policy objective
of improving intergovernmental
coordination could also be achieved
MAY/JUNE 15

conclusion
The land policies and the land classification system in draft form will be
subject to additional staff work,
public input, and consideration by
the Land Policy Council and the
Advisory Committee. These drafts
do begin however, to suggest some
new directions toward which the
Land Policy Council is aiming.
lf successfully implemented, the Land
Policy Council recommendations
will help ensure that land use issues
of statewide concern are addressed.
Critical environmental resources
will be protected and the imPact of
major public facilities will be better
managed. A basic level of local
These are ambitious objectives. In
planning will be instituted statewide,
order to achieve them, the land
and local planning will be linked
classification system must be a
with local, state, and even federal
useful planning tool for local governdecision-making. The many land
ments and must be accomPanied
use activities of local and state
by an administrative structure that
government will be carried out in a
will insure its utility as a coordina.more coordinated fashion as more
tive device. Land classification is
consideration is given to their land
intended to be a broad-scale
use impacts.
planning effort, particularly suited to
the many areas in the state that
Government is properly limited in
have done little or no planning. The
the impact it can have on Private
system is not intended to rePlace
land use decisions. But a state land
present planning activities at the
policy, combined with effective local
local level. While it offers some real
planning, can provide the means to
potential for improving land use
balance private with public interests
decision-making in North Carolina,
and environmental concerns with
land classification is not designed
social and economic concerns. lt
to address the many detailed planning can help guide both public and
issues which must be resolved at the
private decisions so that potential
local level. At the same time, however, land use problems are avoided or
land classification is intended to
addressed before they arise.
function as a useful framework for,
The policy work of the Council
and serve as a waY to coordinate,
suggests what needs to be done. The
the many ongoing local and regional
question
of how to enact the Proprograms.
Elizabeth
As
planning
posals remains unresolved. The
Haskell, a consultant to the Land
Council has yet to determine, for
Policy Council on organizational
goal
is
not
example, how land classification can
matters has stated, the
best be linked to local and state
to "simply add another overlay on
government decision-making, how
the confused maP of Planning
the property tax and regulatory tools
requirements alreadY Placed on
should be related to land classificaregion."o
governments
the
and
local
tion, and what the resPective roles
Rather, land classification must
of the city and countY should be in
integrate these existing planning
producing a Plan that is useful to
efforts.

if state agency decisions over
facilities funding and construction,
land acquisition and management,
and regulation were required to
conform to local land classification
plans. In addition, coordination
between local governments can be
encouraged as municiPalities and
counties work together in formulating the county land classification
plan. And perhaps federal decisionmaking can be affected if land use
policies are translated into physical
terms and North Carolina is in a
better position to substantivelY
influence federal land use related
decisions.
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both. Perhaps the most difficult
implementation issue is how to best
provide the financial and technical
resources necessary to assist local
governments in their planning and
management programs.
Whether any new directions in land
use decision-making are actually
achieved depends upon how the
Land Policy Council resolves these
problems of implementation and,
ultimately, on the reactions of the
Governor, the legislature, and local
governments.

These two articles are rePrinted
f

rom Carotina Planning,

Vol. 2. No.

1.

Footnotes
tFor a description of the Act see Arthur
Cooper and Stuart George, "Coastal Area
Management Act: Regional Planning for the
State's Coastal Area," Carolina Planning,
Vol. 1, No. 1, Summer, 1975.
zOopies of "First Draft of a State Land
Policy" are available from the Land Policy
Staff, Office of State Planning, 116 West Jones
Street, Raleigh, N. C., 27603.
sAnother draft reflecting additional staff
work, proposals from the Advisory Committee
on Land Policy, and the experiences to date of
the twenty coastal counties, will be circulated
for review and comment early in 1976'
+A recent survey by the land policy staff
indicates that slightly over half of the State's
counties and only about 40 percent of its
municipalities have prepared a land use plan'
Many of these are out of date or not utilized
for decision-making.
sKenneth Boulding, "Reflection on
Planning: The Value of Uncertainty," Technology
Review, October/November, 1974, p. 8.
oThese comments are contained in a draft
report presented to the Council in October
and December 1975, entitled Land Use in
North Carolina: Governmental Organization
and Coordination, by Elizabeth Haskell with the
assistance of Victoria Price.
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In his article on new directions in
state land policy, Bill Swindaman
has presented a hopeful and positive view. For balance, some questions
about the proposed North Carolina
land policy approach need to be
raised, if only in preparation for
the questioning that will arise when
the General Assembly considers
the implementing legislation in 1977.

Land classification is intended to
provide a broad, but uniform,
statewide framework for local
land use planning. lts approach
differs from that taken by many
other states in at least two ways.
First, in drawing up its land classification system the North Carolina
General Assembly has chosen an
approach which will give local

In response to this charge, the land
policy staff has begun the development of a "Land Use Information
Service." Basic information needs
for preparing land classification
plans and for carrying out regional
and state planning responsibilities
have been identified. A Catalogue
of Land Related lnformation has
been prepared. This manual provides

At the time of its passage in 1974,
the Land Policy Act was thought
by many to be a "toothless tiger."
Lacking concrete policy proposals
and implementation powers, it
seemed more like a rhetorical
preamble to a land policy than a
proposed solution to the state's
development problems. Fortunately,
the easing of development pressure
due to the national economic situation gave us a breathing spell
during which we could afford to
make use of the three year study
approach of the Act. During the past
two years a well organized and
energetic study effort has been
mounted by the Land Policy Council
staff, and the fruits of their labors
are becoming available for inspection. Planners, public officials, and
others affected by the policy must
now critically examine the products
of the Council's work, and decide
about their utility and feasibility.

governments the opportunity to put
together their own land use plans
which will then form the basis of
the state plan. Second, North

an index of a relatively large assortment of available information which
might be useful to those involved
in local planning. The manual allows
for periodic updating, and is
intended to be distributed to local
and regional planning agencies,
public libraries, planning consultants,
and other interested organizations.

Carolina's land classification
system does not rely solely on regulation. lts goal is to encourage a
statewide but locally administered
planning process that can serve as
a guide for state and local public
investment decision-making, regulation, and perhaps, property taxation.
land use information
The Land Policy Act finds that in
North Carolina there exists "a lack
of systematic collection, classification, and utilization of information
regarding the land resources." One
of the stated purposes of the Act is,
therefore, to "promote the development of methods for the exchange of
land use, environmental, economic,
and social information among all
levels of government."

The land policy staff in conjunction
with the North Carolina State
University Computer Science Department, has also given considerable attention to exploring the
feasibility of establishing a
computer-based information system
in North Carolina. The purpose of
the system being considered is to
provide a uniform structure which
can be used to encourage consistency in the collection of land
use related information. The intent
is to provide a framework to
encourage consistency in the many
MAY/JUNE 17

ongoing and future data collection
efforts, and provide for storing
and making this information
accessible to local planners and
state agencies. Computer storage of
current data in this standardized
framework will create a valuable
new reservoir of information that has
not in the past been readily available
for use in land planning and
decision-making.
citizen participation
The Land Policy Act has made
provision for public input through
required public hearings, the establishment of the Land Policy Advisory
Committee, and the formal review
process for land classification that
was mentioned earlier. According
to the Act, at least six public
hearings are required, two in each
of the state's three physiographic
regions. These hearings were in the
Spring of 1976.
While the hearing process is a
necessary and useful one it involves
a limited number of persons and is
scheduled somewhat late in the
policy formulation process. Therefore, the Council has, in cooperation
with the Land Policy Advisory
Committee, made a more extensive
effort to actively involve the public
in the land policy program. Six
workshops have been held across
the state. Technical committees
have been established to provide
assistance in particular areas. Drafts
of land classification system
proposals and the state land policy
have been widely circulated for
comment. ln addition, a series of
slide shows, pamphlets, and
questionnaires have been prepared
for use in discussions with local
civic organizations and various
interest groups. Hopefully, through
these and other means, the Land
Policy Council and staff will gain
an accurate understanding of how
the citizens of North Carolina
feel about the current efforts to
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develop a state land policy. Likewise, it is also hoped that the public
will become aware of the objectives
of the Land Policy Act and of the
need for more effective land use
planning.
a policy or a patchwork quilt?
To this observer, the many "new
directions" in the proposed
approach are somewhat reminiscent
of a patchwork quilt. lt's almost as
if the framers of the Land Policy
Act were unwilling to leave out

anything that another state had
tried.
Thus, in the North Carolina proposal,
the Hawaii land classification
system is added to the Florida critical
areas approach and parts of the
Vermont development permit process
are thrown in for good measure.
The result is a land policy that is
much more complex and less clear
than that of these states, all of
which have had limited success in
carrying out even their simpler and
more cohesive approaches.t
A patchwork quilt can be beautiful
and well designed, but great care
and skill are required to avoid
clashes between its disparate
elernents. This demands planning
and administrative staff capacities
at state, regional, and local levels to
match the large responsibilities
imposed by a complex and ambitious
approach. ln reviewing the North
Carolina land policy proposal,
questions should be asked about the
potential effects of broad local
decision-making autonomy, weak
implementation power, very complex
procedures and designations, great
need but limited potential for
financial support, and unclear
measures for ensuring regional
equity.
is local autonomy wise?
One of the distinctions claimed for
the North Carolina approach is that
it puts the authority and responsi-

bility for planning at the local level.
Thus, the overall state land classification map will be a compilation
of city and county maps, whose
procedural adequacy
- butbynotthe
will be reviewed
content
- for an advocate of
state. Even
decentralized planning and
decision-making, this is a breathtaking award of local autonomy.
Obviously, this will curtail state
intervention in land policy decisions,
but will promote good land
classification decisions? Consider
the record of local governments
in North Carolina, which have had
enabling legislation for planning
and land use regulation for years
but have done little effective planning
or regulation outside the major urban
areas. County planning is often
weak in those rural areas which
tend to attract large scale development, such as recreational
subdivisions, super farms, and
mining operations.
Do local planners really want
autonomy, or do they simply want
to share planning authoritY with
state government? Local Planners
often call for strong state guidance,
as a means of balancing a broader
public interest against strong local
development interests. lt may be
false to assume that local planners
want the land policy buck.
From the viewpoint of private
developers, even if all onehundred counties adopt land
classification plans, there may be
serious questions about uniform
treatment under a local autonomY
approach. What will ensure that
similarly situated land is treated
similarly in different counties?
Unless it is, there can be constitutional grounds for equal protection
challenges in the courts, which
could bog down the land classification process for years.
For implementation of state land
policy, won't there have to be a

strengthening of planning at the
state and regional levels, as well as
the local level? The Swindaman
article does not mention the first
set of findings and policies in the
October, 1975 Draft Land Policy,
which states that "growth centers"
should be designated to act as
focal points for growth in their
regions. This would appear to call

does not rely solely on regulation,
but also encourages planning.
Planning and coordination have
been "encouraged" for many years;
the results are all around us.
Basically our system is one of
competing interest groups, both
public and private, who will coordinate voluntarily only when they
can benefit.

the amendment process will be
more firmly administered than in the
centralized Hawaiian system.

for strong state government action,
unless every crossroads community
is to be designated as a growth
center. As North Carolina knows
from experience with the growth
centers concept, it is hard to
exclude any place from growth
center status if the designation
process is opened to local politics.
The inescapable conclusion is that
state and regional capabilities must
be increased along with local
capabilities; this has been evident
in coastal planning, which involves
only one-fifth of our counties.

Presumably the regulative power
will center around required land
classification plans. But land
classification (at least as used in
Hawaii) is very much like zoning
writ large, and zoning has not
previously been effective in guiding
development into planned patterns.
The big question about land classification, as about zoning, is how
difficult it is for a developer or
entrepreneur to get it changed to
fit his proposed project. Years of
experience in Hawaii have shown
that decisions on amendments, even
when made by a state commission,
tend to be decided on grounds
outside the adopted policy guidelines, and that most amendment
requests are granted.z When land
classification decisions are made
locally, it is hard to imagine that

on the confused map of planning
requirements," the proposal will
actually add several new overlays:
land classification, areas of environmental concern (AEC's), key facilities,
large scale developments, and
projects of regional benefit.

where is the power to implement?
It is not clear how the land policy
objectives will be achieved under
the limited powers proposed.
Swindaman notes that the policy

is the approach too complicated?
The variety of elements in the
proposal make it difficult to grasp,
much less to administer, as a unified
land policy. Despite the stated
desire not to "add another oveilay

Not only must these new elements
be considered in relation to existing
zoning and other land use regulations, but also they must be internally
consistent. lt is easy to visualtze a
host of potential conflicts between
AEC's and land classification. Do
we really need a "conservation"
classification separate from AEC
designation? Their defi nitions sound
almost identical; both include fragile
and hazard lands, though AEC's
also include the renewable resource
and mineral resource lands that are
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covered by the "rural" classification.
Do we really need both key facilities
and projects of regional benefit,
whose definitions are very similar?
Do we really need five land classes;
or would a simpler three classification system (urban, rural, and
conservation) work better? ln the
final analysis, do we really need
both comprehensive regulation bY
land classification and selective
regulation by AEC's, etc.?
Remember that in some Mountain
and Piedmont counties the sYstem
may have to be administered bY the
local building inspector, who is
expected in manY Coastal counties
to administer minor develoPment
permit approval under the Coastal
Management Act. An uncomPlicated approach would seem to be
a must.
where will the funding come from?
One of the most practical questions
about the proPosal centers around
its lack of visible means of support.
Budgeting local staff salaries and
state technical suPPort for onehundred county Planning and
regulation efforts is potentially more
expensive than even a sizeable state
planning office. Either increased
funds will have to be taken from
local tax revenues to PaY for these
new government activities, or new
state or federal funds must be found.
Unfortunately, the state fiscal picture
is lean, and the steam seems to have
gone out of the Congressional
iupport for a national land use bill
which would have Provided federal
funding for state land use planning.
At the same time, the federal 701
planning assistance program, which
provides direct suPPort for local
planning, has come under increasing
fire and its future is in doubt' Will
local governments be willing to
allocate their limited revenue sharing

funds to carry out state land policy?
Can the state land Policy Program
be piggy-backed on other federal
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programs, such as 208 areawide
waste treatment management? The
fiscal viability of the proposed
land policy must be squarely faced.

tunities. Can we afford to leave our
regional planning agencies without
a major role in carrying out state
land policy?

how will the regional welfare be
assured?
In dealing with cases involving city
and county growth management
efforts, the courts have increasingly
extended the concept of the general
welfare from the local to the
regional level. This was a key issue
in the Ramapo, Petaluma, and Mount
Laurel cases. lt would be the basis
for serious challenges to individual
county land classification plans that
ignore or pay lip service to regional

work to be done
ln reading the Swindaman article,
you can't help noticing how many
times the word "hopefully" is used
to refer to anticipated effects of the
proposed policy. At the same time,
he recognizes that the hard questions
of implementation are unresolved.
My point is that implementation must
be considered at the same time that
policy is designed, if policy outcomes
are to be workable.
My comments admittedlY have
focused on the hard questions,
rather than on answers. TheY are
not intended to downgrade the work
of the Land Policy Council and its
staff, who have been impressive both
in their determination to meet the
challenges of forging a state land
policy and in the imagination and
breadth of their recommendations.
I too am hopeful that the questions
raised will point out opportunities
for strengthening an already vigorous
proposal for a state land PolicY.

needs.3

The equity issue is addressed in
part in the Draft Land PolicY, under
projects of regional benefit. The
stated intent is "to ensure that
local policies and decisions do not
act to the detriment of broader
community needs." Projects of
regional benefit are to serve both
citizens of more than one localitY
and those who require Public
assistance. ExamPles given are
charitable institutions and regional
public service facilities. The policy
recognizes that such Projects are
not always welcomed bY local
communities, and calls for state
development of a decision Process
accessible to all those in the region
affected by the Project.
ls this sufficient? Regional welfare
is not simply a matter of Project
location; it penetrates all land use
and development decisions. Limiting
the local growth rate affects the
surrounding region, as does trYing
to increase the local share of
projected growth by classifying an
overly generous amount of local
land in the "transition" category.
The regional fair share concePt
includes not only charitable institutions and public service facilities,
but also low and moderate income
housing and emPloYment oppor-
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lnstitute.
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